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Figure 2. Correlative graphs of magnetometer, photometer
and riometer data as recorded at South Pole Station 24 July
1977. Note the cleft-type variations of the geomagnetic field in

the H-component.

geomagnetic variations that correspond to the cleft of the
magnetosphere. The appearance of the cleft at geomagnetic
latitudes around 74° can be detected easily with the photo-
meter.
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High time resolution studies of
sudden impulses
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Operation of the three-component induction mag-
netometer and associated data recording systems at the Soviet
Union's Vostok Station (78°28'S. 106°48'E.) continued in
cooperation with Soviet scientists of the Arctic and Antarctic
Scientific Research Institute, Leningrad. This year, the data
amplifiers were replaced by a 3-channel amplifier having
response to 30 hertz, and a data logger with integral digital
cassette tape recorder was added to the system.

One aspect of the data analysis is concerned with high
time resolution comparisons of onset times for sudden im-
pulses SI in the earth's magnetic field, using data from Vostok
and from other induction magnetometer sites operated by the
Geophysical Institute. The figure shows an example of a
magnetic storm sudden commencement ssc with data from
Vostok; College, Alaska (64,6°N. Invariant Latitude); and
Sachs Harbour (76.2° N. IL). The ssc occurred in early after-
noon, local time, at College and Sachs Harbour. The onset of
oscillations at periods T 5 to 10 seconds was nearly
simultaneous at these three widely separated sites, 0027:13 at
Vostok, 0027:14 at College, and 0027:12 at Sachs Harbour.
There was an exceptionally clear onset of cosmic noise ab-
sorption at College as detected by the 30 megahertz riometer,
with onset time 0026:52. Thus precipitation of energetic
electrons at College preceded the magnetic field ssc by about
22 seconds. It is likely that energetic trapped electrons were
released in the equatorial sector of the College field lines and
the 22 seconds represents the time difference in arrival of the
energetic electrons and the hydromagnetic waves.

Though oscillations began at Sachs Harbour near
0027:12, there is a clear onset at lower frequencies near
0027:00 in the H component and perhaps earlier in D
(figure). Sachs Harbour was probably on or near dayside
cusp field lines at the time, hence the effect near 0027:00 may
be interpreted as the signal from ionospheric currents associ-
ated with particle precipitation down the cusp field lines.

The onset time of an ssc or SI is often clearcut as in the 29
July 1977 case, and the event time can be measured to within
several seconds. The activity which follows the impulse is
usually very complex and may represent the arrival of the im-
pulse via other propagation paths where the time delay is
greater, e.g., through the plasmasphere, together with signals
locally generated from ionospheric and field-alined currents.

SSC's and Si's are useful tools for studying hydromagnetic
wave characteristics and associated particle precipitation
characteristics because the event signatures are clear and can
be recognized on recordings from widely separated sites and
satellites. In the case of more general pulsation activity, e.g.,
Pc 3-4 activity, for a specific time, we cannot be sure that a
meaningful relation exists between the pulsations as observed
at widely separated sites. However, some Pc 1-2 pulsation
events have clear frequency vs. time signatures and can be
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Example of high time
resolution recordings of a
storm sudden commence-
ment as observed by induc-
tion magnetometers at
Vostok, College, and Sachs
Harbour. The oscillations
atT= 5tolo seconds had
approximately the same
onset time at each site:
0027:14 at College, 0027:12
at Sachs Harbour, and
0027:13 at Vostok.
However, there is a lower
frequency excursion in
Sachs H beginning at
0027:00 and perhaps a few
seconds earlier in Sachs D.
Particle precipitation into
the ionosphere at College,
as detected by the riometer
technique, had a clear

onset near 0026:52.

recognized as the same event seen at separated stations.
Time-delay measurements are thus possible for this type of
event and in fact we are currently engaged in this type of

measurement using Pc 1-2 data from Vostok and other sites.
This research was supported by National Science Founda-

tion grant DPP 76-82083.

Cosmic ray intensity variations
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Studies of the sun and its control over the "weather" in in-
terplanetary space, as well as in the earth's upper atmosphere,
via observations of the changing flow patterns of relativistic
cosmic rays (i.e., energies exceeding roughly 1 gigaelectron
volt) have continued to yield fruitful results. Several discrete
events that have either rarely or never before been observed

are described briefly in this report, although discussion of
their physical implications must await detailed analysis.

A solar flare is the most spectacular manifestation of a
sudden release of energy by the sun. On rare occasions (long-
term average about once per year) relativistic particles are
emitted during this violent explosion. When these solar cos-
mic rays reach the earth, they give rise to a ground level
enhancement (GLE) that appears as a sudden rapid increase
in the counting rate of nucleonic intensity detectors. After a
long hiatus, four GLE's occurred during the year covered by
this report (19 and 24 September, 22 November 1977; 7 May
1978). All of these GLE's displayed unusual features.

The GLE's on 19 September and 24 September 1977 were
the first to be observed with the new high-sensitivity detector
at the South Pole. They were unusual in that they were pro-
duced by a vestigial active region belonging to the previous
solar cycle, long after the start of the present cycle. These may
well have been the death gasps of solar cycle 20.
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